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Thanks to all our workers, Tyer won this coveted award on September 22nd, 1942

and two starsforfurther achievement have since been added. Naturally, we are pleased

to have this emblem because it means official recognition of consistent effort, and work

consistently done well.
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SINCE 1856 — Founded by Henry George Tyer, who

came to the United States from England in 1841, the

Tyer Rubber Company was one of the first rubber manu-

facturers in America. In the historic town of Andover,

Massachusetts, it has been doing business at the same

location since 1856.

PRODUCTS — At first, the "Compo," a patented rubber

overshoe, was Tyer's only product. Today, however, the

company is nationally known for a broad line of rubber

goods that includes Footwear, Industrial Components,

Druggist and Surgical Sundries. It makes thousands of

items, ranging in size from tiny earplugs to 33-foot, bridge-

supporting pontoons. What's more, some of the molded

products meet the unbelievable tolerance specifications

(for rubber) of plus or minus 1/1000 of an inch!

LEADERSHIP THEN — From the very beginning, Tyer

has been a pioneer in rubber. In rubber Chemistry, it was

first to discover the compound that made white rubber

possible. It also originated an elastic fabric for overshoes

that later found a multitude of different uses. Chief among

these now is the girding, guarding and controlling of the

nation's feminine figures. Although Tyer no longer makes

elastic fabric, the fundamental importance of this major

contribution to American morale cannot be under-

estimated.

In rubber Mechanics and rubber Design, Tyer has long

been identified with Sports. It was one of the first to make

inflatable bladders for footballs, one of the first to make

rubber centers for baseballs, and an early manufacturer of

rubber centers for golf balls. In fact, for the greater part of

the last century, Tyer has devoted itself to the protection of

your health and the promotion of your ^^^^^^^^^
pleasure through rubber.

LEADERSHIP NOW — Tyer's pioneer-

ing spirit might have died with old

Henry George Tyer in the 19th century

— but it didn't, as World Wars I and II

well proved. Years of experience,

Yankee ingenuity, modern manufactur-

ing methods and chemistry, coupled with

Tver know-how, have produced aston-

ishing things of rubber for war. Without

them, our armies on land, afloat, and in

the skies would undoubtedly still win.

But with them, they get a little extra mar-

gin of safety and comfort. We hope that they will make the

fighting of your sons and ours just a little easier. If they do
nothing more than just make the war a minute or two
shorter, we will have the feeling that we have done our job

well.

TYER THOUGHT — Andover is a pretty, peaceful New
England town. With its gleaming church spires and elm-

lined streets, it seems remote and far from war. Yet, the

blue and gold service stars in our windows show that our

hearts are bound with ties of blood to all the battle fronts

of the world. This is what makes us pray that our efforts

may help to shorten the war. It is this thought that will

keep the hundreds of us here at Tyer working on the job

until the last battle is fought and the war is finally won.

EXPLANATION — For some time, we have wanted to

explain all this to our friends, both old and new. It has

been difficult for some of them to understand. They have

come and asked us to make for them now the things they

will need after the war. We wish we could do this for them,

but we don't honestly see how it is possible under existing

circumstances. The best we can say at the moment is that

as soon as the war is won and we get the green light from

Washington, we will again turn our whole production

over to them and you for peace.

INVITATION — In the meantime, Tyer offers the un-

stinted use of its Special Service facilities for the solution

of your postwar problems in rubber. The Chemical Staff,

the Laboratory Staff, the Mechanical Staff and the Design

Staff are all here ready to help you on products, old or

new. These at your command now will give you a definite

advantage once the real race for post-

war production actually begins.

PROMISE— The Tyer reputation for re-

liability, and the appearance, quality,

and price of Tyer products are your

guarantee of our ability to keep faith.

Prewar friends and customers know
from experience that we have rarely

failed them. The Armed Forces recog-

nize our ability to meet the most exacting

specifications and delivery dates. These

are some of the things that back up our

promise for the products we want to

manufacture for you tomorrow.



From Workers in Andover to fighters in France go strings of pontoons like these

to bridge the bloody streams of Europe.

It was Tyer which first introduced the process of

Hot-Vulcanization-Under-Pressure to the manu-

facture of bridge-pontoons and six-man recon-

naissance boats. Thus has the industry since been

able to make a far more dependable product than

was previously possible.

When we stop to consider that prior to the war

Tyer seldom made anything larger than a rubber

boot, you can probably understand our own

surprise.

All of Andover is proud of the fact that its floats

and boats are bridging the rivers of Europe and

paving the Pacific to Tokyo.
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Even Pontoons have floors. Here, 22

Tyer workers {Count 'em) are putting

one on a 33 -footer.

Inspection may come last, but with us it's the most important

job of all. Note the giant calipers for measuring a pontoon's

waist-line, the manometer for taking its "blood" pressure.

Hot Vulcanizing of pontoons, origi-

nated by Tyer, means that they must

be cooked under pressure before they're

done.
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When the "Big Stuff" opens up with ack-ack and heavy turretfire, many an ear-drum

would he damaged by concussion, if it weren't for the little-known Ear Warden.

The Ear Warden is only one of the many Tver

products to be found aboard ship, where they play

obscure but vital roles in the warfare of the sea.

Others include components for Radar, Radio,

Underwater Sound, Fire Control, Vibration Con-

trol; Insulation, Packings, Gaskets, etc.

Combat Ear Wardens were designed by the Har-

vard Psycho-Acoustic Laboratory. Tyer co-operated

to make them in quantity — to tolerance specifica-

tions of 1 1000 of an inch! For a molded product

of synthetic rubber, this is an exacting requirement.



With Molds and Presses like these, we
are working to help supply Ear Wardens
to every man in the Armed Forces who

needs them.

Craftsmen like this are largely responsible for our success in

producing for both war and peace. Their skill, experience and
know-how protect Tyer quality from start to finish. Here,

the burrs are being removed from a new mold.

Precision Trimming is done with sharp
shears under a high power magnifying
glass, by a girl who likes herjob because a
brother in the Navy depends on Ear

Wardens.

Modern Packaging might well be the title of this picture. A pair of

Ear Wardens isfirst placed on a spindle-like applicator before being

inserted into a neat, compact, weatherproof, plastic package.
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Tyer Products are just as important in

the air as on the sea. They serve in Amer-
ican-made planes in every corner of the

globe.

Assembling and Packing Earphone Sockets.

Molding Earphone Sockets from syn-

thetic rubber in Andover is a prosaic

task when compared to the places these

Sockets go, the action they see {and
hear) and the things they do.

The Aviation Industry has an almost unquench-

able demand for rubber products. Tyer's share of

these includes components that are molded, ex-

truded or made by hand.

Among the many, are Earphone Sockets, designed

to hold radio and communications earphones so

that motor and combat noises are excluded. They

are particularly essential because airmen's lives de-

pend on clear radio and interphone reception at

all times.
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Propeller Fairings call for
extreme accuracy. Tbey are

used to help cool the motors

ojfighters and bombers.

Blooming Like Airborne Flowers,
these parachutes present you with a
pretty picture in the sky. But, to the Nips

on the ground below, in the jungle of

this lonely, lovely tropical isle, they

spell terror, death and destruction.

No Matter where our forces go — on land or sea,

under the sea or in the sky — some Tyer products

are bound to go with them. Ear Wardens, and

Earphone Sockets, for portable airborne radio or

submarine use; Fire Control and Radar Parts, Air-

plane and Parachute Parts, Ponchos and Raincoats,

molded Mountings and extruded Tubing, Medical

Goods, Boots and Boats and Floats— all going from

Tyer of Andover to the Army. Navy, Coast Guard

and Marines in places like Aachen and Ardennes,

Leyte and Luzon, Iceland and Irrawaddy.

These facts shrink the world to basket-ball size

and join the hands of those who work at home with

those who fight far awav.
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First Aid is administered quickly at this improvised hospital, only a few hundred yards behind the front. In this

war, it has been proved that the quicker men get aid, the quicker they recover.

Tyer claims no credit for saving lives in this war.

Its products merely help others save them. Never-

theless, since 1876, Tyer has manufactured rubber

goods for doctors, dentists, druggists and surgeons.

That many of these are now in use on all fronts is

only natural. For they are good products, worthy of

all the traditions of medicine.

We shall always make it our business to keep the

standard of our rubber goods high, because we

know that if it's a syringe you want for your baby,

you want the best. If it's a crutch tip for your boy,

nothing is too good. If it's a suction cup, a blood-

pressure bulb, or tubing, the demand is always for

top quality.
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Finishing and Inspecting surgical

tubes of synthetic rubber, used exten-

sively by the Armed Services.

"Too Little too late" is not one of Tyer's failings.

Perhaps this is because most of our workers are

women. With their men busy fighting the war

abroad, these women have taken over their men's

jobs at home. All too well do they know what "too

little too late" may mean to husbands, sweethearts,

brothers and sons who lie wounded and waiting.

Not Far Behind the Lines these men
lie and wait for a tomorrow that may
never come. But thanks to science and
surgery, to sulfa and plasma and
atabrine— most of them will get well.

Your blood given today practically

guarantees them a tomorrow. It's a
pathetically small price to pay for lives

that are so precious. Pay it now . . . be-

fore it's too late!
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Our Gunners have guts. When "On Target," no freezing, sleeting wind, no mad

storm or blowing snow is going to make them cease.

If you have wondered why there's a shortage of

raincoats and overshoes — take a look at the pic-

ture. These boys must have proper clothing. They

must have overshoes. They need them now far

more than we. One of Tyer's jobs is to see that they

get them — on time.

However, after the war, you cannot help but

benefit from what we have learned in making these

things for war.

We thank our civilian friends and customers.

They have been more than patient. They have over-

looked such things as slow and late deliveries;

civilian quality that may not have been quite up

to standard.

We hope that they will bear with us just a little

longer, because we believe that they understand

Tyer's position. We believe that they are well aware

of the fact that we're not only doing our best, but

that we're planning to do even better by them in

the future.

Incidentally, you might be interested to know

that Tyer knew nothing about making raincoats

before the war. In fact, we had never made a rain-

coat previously. Yet, in 1942 (much to our surprise),

we began to make thousands of raincoats for the

Army. And, in due time (we blush to admit), offi-

cials advised that we were making more raincoats,

better and faster, than many an experienced man-

ufacturer.
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Boots. Boots. Boots — nothing but

rubber boots. They'll be on Gl jeet

slogging over the road to Berlin.
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Civilian Overshoe, like military over-

shoes, must also he vulcanized.

For Plywood and other plastic-bonded

products, Tyer builds these synthetic

rubber bags and blanketsfor low pressure

molding.

The Fabrication of a limited amount

of civilian "rubber" footwear is possible.

14
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For the Paper, Leather and Textile

Industries. Tyer makes rubber roll

coverings.

Accuracy on something as big as these

rolls can be achieved only by careful

calipering. Surfaces are turned to frac-

tions of an inch on large lathes.

In Spite of the fact that the Tyer Rubber Company

is now in its 89th year, it still considers itself a

"young" company. It has met the challenge of war

in every field with new methods and new materials.

It now faces the future with a clear conscience,

confident of its ability to meet the challenges of

peace.
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TYER has no real Conversion Problem

Unlike Many other concerns, the Tyer Rubber Company of

Andover has no real conversion problem. Most of its peacetime

products will be made with the same, or improved, equipment, by the

same skilled hands that now make war products.

To show how readily Conversion can be made, a table comparing

war goods with peace products, grouped according to the equipment

required for their manufacture, is presented herewith.

GOODS FOR WAR

Rubber Footwear

Pontoons

Reconnaissance Boats

Flyers' Heated Shoes

Molding Bags (for forming

plastic parts)

PRODUCTS FOR PEACE

Rubber Footwear

Canvas Footnear

Skaters' Ankle Supports

Molding Bags (for

civilian plastic items)

Medical Goods: Invalid Cush-

ions, Ice Bags, Tourniquets,

Catheters, Crutch Tips, etc.

Medical Goods of Broadened Scope

Rain Coats

Clothing Bags

Food Bags

Flotation Bladders

Hand Made Specialties

Gas Main Bags

Radar Parts

Fire Control Mounts

Underwater Sound Parts

Tank and Army Truck Parts

Airplane Parts

Shock Mounts

Stratosphere Door Gaskets

Parachute Bands and Rings

Milking Machine Parts

Lawn Mower Tires

Skate Scabbards

Refrigerator Parts

Truck Parts

Hydrometer Housings

Coffee Maker Gaskets

i Vacuum Cleaner Parts

Shoe Sole Pressing Bladders.

)
Deck Tennis Rings

Elastic Bands
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GOODS FOR WAR PRODUCTS FOR PEACE

Supercharger Parts

Ammunition Feed Parts

Shell Gaskets

Shell Bumpers

Earphone Sockets for Helmets

Earphone Sockets for Headsets

Tank Communication Sets

Parts for Heated Clothing

Parts for Truck Repair Units

Airplane Oil Cooler Parts

Powder Bowls and Charger Plates

Goggle Parts and Eye Guards

Airplane Tubing

Ship Light Shields and Gaskets

Ship Locker Gaskets

Aerial Photography Parts

Hockey Pucks

Washing Machine Parts

Football Shoe Cleats

Ink Pour-Outs

Mucilage Spreaders

Paste Spreaders

Baseball Centers

Typewriter Feet

Bearing Blocks

Shoe Machinery Parts

Hat Makers' Bags

Dust Respirator Parts

Industrial Tubing

) Rubber Rolls

\ Feed Belts

I

Table Tennis Bat Facings

Airport Lighting Parts

Ear Wardens

Navy Switch Shields

Navy Dial Shields

Microphone Tips

Helicopter Parts

Airplane Noise Shields

Ordnance Parts

Grommo-Sleeves

Ground Earphone Sockets

Underwater Cable Shields

Radio Shields and Parts

Bomb Sight Parts

Airplane Commutator Strips

Various Secret and

Development Items

Sifter Balls

Radio Tube Couplings

Plate Scrapers

Mailing Machine Parts

Metabolism Parts

Breathing Apparatus Parts

Boxers' Teeth Guards

Truck Parts

Molded Feet

Speedometer Gaskets

Electrical Appliance Parts

Inks and Adhesive Items

Shotgun Recoil Pads

Billiard Ball Cups

Hand Tool Parts, Cutters, Levels

Business Machine Parts

MEMORIAL HALL
LIBRARY

Andover, Massachusetts

475-6960

Airplane Fairings Bulbs
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The War brought a sudden and enormous demand for many rubber

products never before made or known. Brand new, these had nothing

but ideas behind them; no production experience; no patterns; no

molds. Furthermore, there was little or no real rubber. Work had to

be done with strange synthetic substitutes as yet untried, and for which

even formulas were lacking.

It is in the rapid development of synthetic compounds that Tyer

feels it has made its greatest achievement. Through the skill of its

chemists and the adaptability of its production departments, it con-

verted hundreds of compounds (with their varying densities, tensiles,

resistance characteristics, etc.) into comparativelyfew that served the

purpose for which they were designed. Moreover, it was done quickly

to meet the needs of war— in spite of apparently insurmountable

obstacles.

This is called to your attention because it proves that if we can do

this in war for the Army, Navy, Coast Guard and Marine Corps, we
can also do it for you in peace. It shows that we're serving "him"

(the man on our cover) now— when he needs us most. After him,

however, there's no question . . . you'll be first.
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